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Arianna might have won the Summit and taken the crown of wolf shifters, but there is no time for her

to settle into the royal life. Something is off with the mecca and if she doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t fix it the fae

might just make another earth side appearance. Now she must work with the king of the bears to

save both of their people. Which is easier said than done when he tempts her in every way and a

relationship between them is forbidden. One slip up could cost her everything and in the NYC

mecca someone is always watching. *This is a full length 75K+ word novel.
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Queen Alpha far exceeded my expectations for the 2nd book in the NYC Mecca Series. I think I

liked it better than Book 1, which doesn't happen too often for me. I was so excited to learn more

about the bears and see more interactions between them and wolves, and Book 2 did not

disappoint! I loved how Jaymin and Leia allowed the relationships to blossom in this book (I need a

Kade of my own!). You knew that it wasn't going to be all butterflies and unicorns for Arianna as

Queen, but the way the big showdown went was awesomely written. I loved learning more about

Calista and the new characters that were introduced. The lead up to Book 3 was good, can't wait



until April! I am thinking we are going to learn more about Arianna's family and I am suspecting that

is why she has connected with the mecca like she has. I hope Book 3 continues with the battle

scenes, allows us to get to learn more about the dark fae, and introduces some awesome new

characters from the Fae World that could bring some humor back into the story.

Let me first start off by saying that I got an advance copy of this book in exchange for a honest

review. Once again I was sucked in after only the first few pages, and could hardly out it down. This

book starts shortly after Queen Heir. So much happens in this book that you never see it coming till

it leaves you on the edge wanting and craving more. There are many obstacles in a forbidden

romance, a race to save the Mecca and return balance to both worlds. Oh and you can't forget the

conspiracy, lies, hidden secrets and sacrifice. So if you fell in love with Queen Heir like I did, you'll

love Queen Alpha. So pick up your copy today! Now to wait and see what the third installment

Queen Fae will hold!

Finished Queen Alpha this morning and I totally loved where we are at in the timeline of the story.

This is the second book in the series, the first being Queen Heir so make sure you read that first. My

inner romantic is so very happy and content with the Wolfe Bear bond and the strength of the true

Queen King and their familiars. I love how this book was able to elicit so many intense emotions

from me, happiness, sadness, anger, Love, fear, trust, and acceptance. These authors have me

totally invested in their characters and story line making it difficult to put it down much less wait for

the third book!! Queen Alpha is an intense read that will leave you breathless to see what happens

next in Queen Fae!

I read this in 2 days, despite having 4 kids that constantly need my attention. I LOVED this sequel! It

tied up loose ends while heartily feeding us new content. We get a closer look at the Bears and how

they do things, and we also get lots of origin stories about the shifters and the fae. If I say more than

that, you'll be mad at me for the spoilers.I felt much more connected to the characters this time

around and can't wait for them to keep me on my toes. I read the blurb for Queen Fae and I have

NO IDEA what the heck our authors are going to do to wrap up this story. I feel sort of like an idiot

for reading this series so quickly because who knows when book 4 will be released. Oh well, I

guess that just means I'll have to reread them all again before it comes out!If you're hesitant about

trying a shifter book, then start with this series! I cannot recommend it enough!



It's so easy to get sucked into this fantastical world Jaymin Eve and Leia Stone created...where wolf

shifters and bear shifters have to unite to save the world from the dark fae. Much more intense

emotions are felt throughout this second installment of the NYC Mecca Series, which starts where

Queen Heir left off. The heartache that comes along with forbidden romance, the loyalty felt by

Arianna to her pack and the world as she knows it, and the control she gains over her Mecca power

make this emotional rollercoaster one you won't want to miss! Another home run by Jaymin and

Leia!

Um can I just say HOT and STEAMY!! and completely FAST paced! you blink and something else

happens and leaves you wanting more.It becomes where you can't put the book down and needs to

know what is going to happen with the fae, the bear shifters and the wolf shifters. Also what

happens between Arianna and Kade and how that relationship develops. Leia and Jaymin leave you

for wanting more and yearning for more.The end of the book leaves you literally speechless about

the events that just happened and the events that are about to ensue in Queen Fae.I CANNOT

WAIT TILL QUEEN FAE COMES OUT!!

Well Ari is queen, but who else shows up but her bear shifter crush/best kiss in her life man Kade.

Will she let her heart or mind rule as Queen? Will the Mecca continue to cause mayhem in her

kingdom? Will she finally find the queen's murderer? Find out in Queen Alpha! I can't wait for Queen

Fae

Man oh man. The feels. I kid you not I cried more times than I care to count. I felt my heart sink to

my stomach so many times. The characters in this story grab you and bring you into their world so

much that you feel like your heart is on the line.This is the 2nd in a hopefully ( ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Å¡)

long series by 2 of the most amazing authors Ive ever had the pleasure to read.Phenomenal job

ladies. Youve done it again. Ive already read it twice. And I plan on many more.
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